
€ 69,00 
€ 99,00 
€ 199,00 
€ 349,00 
€ 239,00 
€ 129,00 

Upgrade²: from SD to OWD or from Referral to OWD (theory, pool, 2 dives in the sea) € 199,00 
Professional education on request, get in contact with the office.
²plus digital kit and digital certification and printed certification = 60,-€

Science of Diving, EANx Nitrox, React Right (theory³) € 49,00 

Single Specialty³ (incl. 2 dives, plus equipment and transfer) € 119,00 
Single Specialty³ ( incl. 3 dives, plus equipment and transfer) € 169,00 
Specialty Diver³ (incl. up to 4 dives, plus equipment and transfer) € 209,00 

Advanced Open Water Diver* (on request)*plus complete digital material and digital certification up to 4 courses 110,-€

³plus digital kit and digital certification single course 40,-€, two together 70,-€ 

(Specialtys: deep, boat, navi, drift, night, buoyancy, search&recovery, nitrox, react right, science of diving, equipment) 
!!! Specialty Diver require min 12 logged dives, Advanced Open Water Diver require min 24 logged dives !!!

Scooter/ Sidemount Spec. (incl. Scooter/Sidemountequip.,2 dives, plus dive equip. and transfer)
Stess & Rescue course (theory, pool, 2-3 exercice dives, +equip. and +transfer) (+digital- kit and certification 45,-€) € 349,00 
Stress & Rescue + React Right course combination (+digital- kit and certification 70,-€) € 389,00 
Master Diver (up to 4 specialtys and Stress&Rescue) min. 50 logged dives (+digital-kit´s and certifications 140,-€) € 699,00 

(According to SSI standards. including course kit, full set of equipment & certification)
Bubblemaker (introduction into theory, pool-dive) € 99,00 
Scuba Ranger (5 theory missions + 5 pool missions) € 222,00 
Snorkel course or single instructor dive (incl. equip., plus transfer) € 60,00 

Cancellation Fee for Digital Kit* (*refund only possible within 90days after registration)    € 15,00
Manual each course manual (optional) € 22,00
Printed Certification C-Card for any course € 10,00
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Extras

Training & Education
Course

Specialty Programmes

Special features

Children education 8 - 10 years

Intro Dive   (incl. 1 dive in the sea)

Basic Diver   (incl. Theory + pool + 1 dive in the sea)

Scuba Diver²   (incl. Theory + pool + 2 dives in the sea)

Open Water Diver²   (incl. Theory + pool + 4 dives in the sea)

Advanced Adventurer²   (incl. Theory + 5 dives in the sea;  plus rental equipment (50%) + transfe r) 

Scuba Skills Update   (incl. Theory + 1 dive in the pool + 1 dive in the sea;  plus rental equipment + transfer )

(incl. rental equipment + transfer - unless otherwise stated)
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